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What are Emotions?

How can our response to them be both an 

advantage and a challenge for the performer?



Questions
★ How hard-wired are emotions?


★ Are emotions universal 
experiences? 


★ Are certain emotions 
recognisable in all cultures?

★ You will need a pen and paper…



Ekman, P., Sorenson, R., & Friesen, W. (1969). Pan-
cultural elements in facial displays of emotion. 
Science, 164(3875), 86-88.  

• The participants were given the list of emotions to 
choose from


• When the experiment was repeated at a later date 
without the prompts, the results were inconclusive


• For ‘emotional recognition’, context is necessary

Feldman Barrett, L. (2017). How Emotions are made: The Secret Life of the Brain. UK: Macmillan.

What about bias in research?



Is facial expression 
a recognisable 
emotion, or is it 
really just facial 
configuration?

• It’s a particular combination and alignment of 
muscles, not a discrete unit


• Emotions as displayed in facial expression are not 
objective entities

Feldman Barrett, L. (2017). How Emotions are made: The Secret Life of the Brain. UK: Macmillan.



Questions

★ What are emotions?


★ What are they not?


★ Are they a means of communication?



Emotions are Hypothetical 
Constructs

• We are born with the capacity to form and feel 
common emotions


• There is no inbuilt neurological fingerprint for these


• There are some common ones but they are not 
universal


• Even standard emotions vary a lot in detail and 
context

Feldman Barrett, L. (2017). How Emotions are made: The Secret Life of the Brain. UK: Macmillan.



Emotions are Hypothetical 
Constructs

• Emotions are observed, inferred and then learned as 
patterns of feelings and responses


• Concepts are predictions based on these previous 
experiences


• Predictions cascade through the brain to result in a 
feeling and then action, interacting with somatic 
responses at all levels

Feldman Barrett, L. (2017). How Emotions are made: The Secret Life of the Brain. UK: Macmillan.



Emotions are Hypothetical 
Constructs

• We recognise patterns and attribute names/
descriptors


• Emotions don’t exist until we invent them

Feldman Barrett, L. (2017). How Emotions are made: The Secret Life of the Brain. UK: Macmillan.



Emotions are Hypothetical Constructs

• Primary emotions are hypothetical constructs or idealized 
states whose properties and characteristics can only be 
inferred from various kinds of evidence


• Primary emotions can be conceptualized in terms of pairs of 
polar opposites 

• All emotions vary in their degree of similarity to one another


• Each emotion can exist in varying degrees of intensity or levels 
of arousal.

Robert Plutchik (2001) The Nature of Emotions: Human emotions have deep evolutionary roots, a fact that may 
explain their complexity and provide tools for clinical practice American Scientist, 89, (4) 344-350



Answers and 
further 

Questions
★ Are emotions universal 
experiences? - No


★ Are certain emotions 
recognisable in all cultures? - No


★ So what are we born with?
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Happiness seems 
to be the only 
truly universal 
emotion

But it’s not always 
associated with smiling…



What we’ve 
learned

★ Emotions are learned constructs


★ They are associations and 
patterns in the brain, linked with 
experience and memory


★ We are born with the ability to 
learn ways of interpreting our 
feelings and experiences and to 
label them as emotions



questions?

★ What’s the point of emotions and 
emotional responses?


★ Why is everything driven by 
feelings?


★ Or should we pay more attention 
to our rational thought?


★ Is there such a thing as gut 
instinct?



The senses - Interoception

★ Exteroception = our awareness of the outside world


★ Interoception = our awareness of our internal functions


★ heartbeat, blood pulsing, gut movements


★ We may be aware of these responses before we have 
cognitively processed the information


★ This is ‘gut feeling’ eg. lust, disgust,  
sadness, joy, shame, humiliation


★ aka Visceroception



★ Interoception can be tested - how well you can track 
your heartbeat and changes to the heart rate


★ Good interoceptors make better gut decisions (stock 
market traders)


★ Better marksmen/snipers (fire between heartbeats)


★ More empathy (subconsciously registering changes to 
another person’s body eg. pupil size)

The senses - Interoception



Emotions: 
Feelings and Reason

★ Emotions = complex collections of chemical 
and neural responses 


★ Reason and emotion are linked - ability to make rational 
decisions is based on balance of emotional responses (shown by 
specific brain injury)

Damasio, A. (2000). The feeling of what happens. London: Vintage.

★ Emotions = regulatory, assisting the organism 
to maintain life  
= biologically determined, evolved as essential 
innate response



★ Stock market is not run on 
intellect and fine judgement, 
it’s driven by fear and greed


★ There’s no such thing as a 
rational decision

What we know



Emotions and Feelings from 
survival to complex behaviour

High Reason


Feelings


Emotions


Basic life 
regulation

Damasio, A. (2000). The feeling of what happens. London: Vintage.

Complex, flexible and customised plans of response are 
formulated in conscious images, may be executed as 
behaviour


CONSCIOUSNESS


Sensory patterns signalling pain, pleasure and emotions 
become images


Complex, stereotyped patterns of response, which include 
secondary emotions, primary emotions and background 
emotions


Relatively simple, stereotyped patterns of response, which 
include metabolic regulation, reflexes, the biological 
machinery behind what will become pain and pleasure, 
drives and motivations



Background Emotions
★ Underlying states or feelings, may or may not be 
conscious


★ Edgy, Tense, Cheerful, Enthusiastic, Down


★ Can be inferred from subtle details of body alignment, 
eye movement, facial muscles


★ Can be brought on by physical state 

★ repetitive pointless labour

★ runners’ high

★ mulling over a problem

★ euphoria of being in love



Background Emotions

★ Chemical and visceral representations in the body 


★ Relation between these and our motivational 
drivers = intimate


★ Fatigue, excitement, wellness, sickness, tension, 
relaxation, surging, dragging, stability, instability, 
balance, imbalance, harmony, discord etc.



What’s the point of Emotions?

• Interoception produces feelings


• Feelings are interpreted as emotions (recognition of 
existing, pre-learned pattern)


• We need to be able to fit the incoming information into 
an existing pattern in the brain.


• We predict and then we confirm 


• Important for budgeting body energy (output) with 
sensory input - we need to know an appropriate 
response to a situation

Feldman Barrett, L. (2017). How Emotions are made: The Secret Life of the Brain. UK: Macmillan.



Can emotional responses be wrong?

• Affect (interoception-feeling-emotion) can be misread:


• Judges less likely to grant parole before lunch


• Police in a chase more likely to mistake an object (phone, 
camera) for a gun


• Belief can be so strong that the individual has to be shown 
that they are wrong before they are convinced

Feldman Barrett, L. (2017). How Emotions are made: The Secret Life of the Brain. UK: Macmillan.



What does this 
tell us?

★ Senses may not be accurate 
representations of our 
environment


★ Senses and feelings may not be 
accurate representations of 
ourselves



What does this 
tell us?

★ Senses may not be accurate 
representations of our 
environment


★ Senses and feelings may not be 
accurate representations of 
ourselves

★ Save this idea for when we talk about  
Music Performance Anxiety…



Mapping 
emotional 
pathways

★ What are the neurological 
pathways for emotions?


★ Is there an innate pathway in 
the brain for certain emotions?



★ Primitive brain (reptilian complex) - nerves are 
unmyelinated, myelin comes later…


★ Heart rate

★ Breathing

★ Basic threats to survival


★ Limbic System (paleomammalian complex)

★ emotional brain

★ Amygdala = early warning system  

Route = thalamus - hypothalamus - hippocampus

★ New cortex (neomammalian complex)


★ Prefrontal cortex

★ Conscious activity, memory, reasoning

★ Can be hijacked by the limbic system when stressed

The Triune brain  
(Evolutionary model, not current species)
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?





★ There is no different route in the 
brain for emotions


★ Every emotional pathway will use 
routes through high and low, 
always back and forth


★ You cannot eliminate cognitive 
awareness


★ Therefore - you can’t emote 
without some conscious 
thinking and adjusting

What we know



★ If you can’t emote without some 
thinking and adjusting


★ Is there such a thing as raw or 
unfettered emotion?


★ When we sing we are never 
truly accessing basic emotions, 
we are just imagining and 
recreating what we think they 
might feel and sound like

What we know



★ If you can’t emote without some 
thinking and adjusting


★ Is there such a thing as raw or 
unfettered emotion?


★ When we sing we are never 
truly accessing basic emotions, 
we are just imagining and 
recreating what we think they 
might feel and sound like

What we know

Is Primal Sound a Myth? 



What about using emotions 
as a teaching tool?

★ If we’re not accessing 
something raw and 
primal, is this idea of 
employing direct 
emotional expression 
just a useful 
distraction? 

★ Does it matter if we use inappropriate emotional 
stimuli?



Deep in 
the brain: 
Synaptic 
links

★ If dopamine remains at the synapse for longer it draws 
attention to the link and enables it to be strengthened


★ Memories are aided by positive emotion and general 
well-being

Positive emotions are important



Autonomic nervous System

★ Automatic

★ No control

★ Regulates body functions

★ e.g. heart rate, digestion, cell repair

★ Also emotional responses

★ e.g. embarrassment, fear, attraction



★ Affective disorders = mood changes 
(anxiety). Worry about future performance


★ Cognitive symptoms = racing thoughts or 
forgetting words


★ Somatic disorders = sweaty, shaky, vomiting

★ MPA may or may not impair the actual 

performance

MPA - 
What are the symptoms? 



Back to the brain

★ What is the relationship between 
these somatic and cognitive 
symptoms? 


★ Can we use one to change the 
other?



The body schema - body maps

★ Failure to notice changes  
(new hairstyle)


★ Confirmation bias (body image)

★ constantly 
compared to 
knowns and beliefs


★ back-and-forth 
process

★ sensory input is 
fragmented, 
piecemeal and 
ambiguous

★ Mind operates via prediction

★You cannot separate reality from beliefs



Beliefs and emotions and 
Cognitive Fusion

★ Beliefs arise from experiences of events

★ Beliefs and relative values are linked to language  
(so we can use language to change them)


★ Values have functional (emotional) contextualisation  
eg. red-light running  
They are not absolute or consistent



Beliefs and emotions and 
Cognitive Fusion

★ A thought or feeling may just be an automatic 
reaction to a remembered experience


★ The response to the thought may be the problem

★ If emotions are learned constructs we can unlearn or 
relearn them


★ Or we can just accept the thoughts that accompany 
them as just thought, not real things 



Defusion - undoing the links

★ Cognitive fusion = believing a thought to be a thing

★ Being guided by thoughts and what is linked to them


Recognise the thought for what it is


Acceptance - active and ongoing, not passive and 
defeatist


Present Moment - here and now

★ Mindfulness

★ Physical grounding



How do we 
adapt these 
responses?

★ Accept that some degree of MPA 
is normal and will always be 
part of our performing


★ Feed the positive in our 
responses


★ Neglect the negative


★ ‘water the seeds we choose’



★ Sympathetic and parasympathetic systems are not a 
mutually exclusive see-saw


★ They can exist together or one may dominate


★ Mammals need to be simultaneously alert and calm


★ Social communication requires dynamic equilibrium - 
externally aroused and internally reassured


★ Calm yet dynamic quality of personal energy = 
fundamental to stage presence

Polyvagal theory and performing

Cazden, J. (2017). "Stalking the calm buzz: how the polyvagal theory links stage presence, 
mammal evolution and the root of the vocal nerve." Voice and Speech Review 11.



The mind-body 
link

★ We can calm somatic responses 
with cognitive adjustments


★ We can calm cognitive responses 
with somatic processes



Healthy Mind, Healthy Voice
★ In rehabilitation work, the greatest barrier to change is fear


★ Until we dissipate or calm the fear, we can’t begin to heal

★ The good news


★ If emotions are a learned construct,  
we can relearn  
anything


★ Or just accept them


★ And adapt…

★ Handouts for today: www.jenevorawilliams.com  
under Online Resources - ViP handouts 14.10.20

http://www.jenevorawilliams.com


Healthy Mind, Healthy Voice
What are Emotions?


How can our response to them be both an advantage and a 
challenge for the performer?

My favourite books on this topic:  

Feldman Barrett, L. (2017).  
How Emotions are made: The Secret Life of the Brain. UK: Macmillan. 

Blakeslee, S., & Blakeslee, M. (2007).  
The body has a mind of its own: Random House Inc. 

Damasio, A. (2000). The feeling of what happens. London: Vintage. 

Adolphs, R., & Anderson, D. J. (2018).  
The Neuroscience of Emotion: Princeton University Press.




